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Handbook of Research on E-Services in the Public Sector: E-Government Strategies and Advancements
Feb 02 2020 "This book assists its readers in recommending formulation of ICT strategies for e-government
implementation and maintenance from the perspective of acknowledging the importance of e-Governance for
building institutions to achieve transparency and accountability, and eventually democratic governance"--Provided
by publisher.
Cumulated Index Medicus Aug 10 2020
Current Bibliographies in Medicine Aug 22 2021
Indian Journal of Plant Physiology Feb 25 2022
Engineering Mathematics Jul 01 2022 Engineering Mathematics is designed to suit the curriculum requirements
of undergraduate students of engineering. In their trademark student friendly style, the authors have endeavored
to provide an in depth understanding of the concepts.
Quality and Production of Forage Nov 24 2021 The book "Quality and Production of Forage" is intended to
keep readers updated on the developments occurring in this field. As it is apparent that livestock animals are
important throughout the world because of the meat, milk and egg they produce, knowledge about the forages
available to animals must also be considered for increased production, quality and efficiency. This book provides
information that readers will find considerably invaluable about forage feeds, such as grass, legumes, and straw.
The book is composed of ten papers, focusing on a wide range of research activities and topics that feature the
following concepts of forage: the effect of conservation method on forage protein value; Microbial the composition
and mycotoxin content in forage; genetic diversity of forages; timely sowing to maximize yield for both grain and
biomass; ensiling treatments on forage quality; the qualitative characteristics of different accessions of new forage
species; forage policy influencing feed costs; feeding forage on animal health; high-protein tropical forages as

alternative sources for poultry; impact of forages in poultry diet and significance of forages in sustainable poultry
production systems. This book will be an invaluable reference for students and professionals in agricultural
science and grassland and animal husbandry researches.
Indian Journal of Experimental Biology Dec 14 2020
Sadhguru Jun 07 2020 This is the extraordinary story of Jaggi Vasudev or Sadhguru—a young agnostic who
turned yogi, a wild motorcyclist who turned mystic, a sceptic who turned spiritual guide. It seeks to recreate the life
journey of a man who combines rationality with mysticism, irreverence with compassion and deep self-knowledge
with a contagious love of life. Pulsating with his razor-sharp intelligence and modern-day vocabulary, the book
empowers you to explore your spiritual self and could well change your life.
March of Mysore Sep 03 2022
Industrial Restructuring in East Asia Oct 12 2020 Divided into three parts, this volume covers industrial
restructuring in Southeast Asian economies, restructuring in Asia's newly industrialized economies, and industrial
restructuring in the two large Asian economies.
Bioactives and Pharmacology of Medicinal Plants Jun 27 2019 This two-volume book presents an abundance of
important information on the bioactive and pharmacological properties of medicinal plants. It provides valuable
comprehensive research and studies on bioactive phytocompounds of over 68 important medicinal plants with
beneficial properties. For each species included in the volume, a brief introduction is given along with their
bioactive compounds and chemical structures, followed by their chief pharmacological activities that include
antiviral, antimicrobial, antioxidant, anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory, antidiabetic, hepatoprotective,
nephroprotective, and cardioprotective activities. A review of the published literature on pharmacological activities
of each species is included also, providing a thorough resource on each of the plants covered in the volume. The
book’s editor, an acknowledged expert in this area, foresees that these volumes will become a reliable standard
resource for the development of new drugs. The volumes will be a valuable addition to the libraries of pharmacy
institutes and pharmacy professors, research scholars, and postgraduate students of pharmacy and medicine,
and enlightened medical professionals and pharmacists, phytochemists, and botanists will find much of value as
well.
Soft Chemistry and Food Fermentation Nov 12 2020 Soft Chemistry and Food Fermentation, Volume Three,
the latest release in the Handbook of Food Bioengineering series is a practical resource that provides significant
knowledge and new perspectives in food processing and preservation, promoting renewable resources by
applying soft ecological techniques (i.e. soft chemistry). Fermentation represents a simple and very efficient way
to preserve food in developing countries where other methods, depending on specialized instruments, are not
available. Through processes of soft chemistry and fermentation, food ingredients can be produced with improved
properties (such as pharmabiotics) able to promote health. Includes the most recent scientific progress with
proven biological, physical and chemical applications of the food engineering process to understand fermentation
Presents novel opportunities and ideas for developing and improving technologies in the food industry that are
useful to researchers in food bioengineering Provides eco-friendly approaches towards components, materials
and technologies developed for improvements in food quality and stability Includes valuable information useful to
a wide audience interested in food chemistry and the bioremediation of new foods
The Chemical Biology of Plant Biostimulants Aug 29 2019 Introduces readers to the chemical biology of plant
biostimulants This book brings together different aspects of biostimulants, providing an overview of the variety of
materials exploited as biostimulants, their biological activity, and agricultural applications. As different groups of
biostimulants display different bioactivity and specificity, advances in biostimulant research is illustrated by
different examples of biostimulants, such as humic substance, seaweed extracts, and substances with hormonelike activities. The book also reports on methods used to screen for new biostimulant compounds by exploring
natural sources. Combining the expertise of internationally-renowned scientists and entrepreneurs in the area of
biostimulants and biofertilisers, The Chemical Biology of Plant Biostimulants offers in-depth chapters that look at:
agricultural functions and action mechanisms of plant biostimulants (PBs); plant biostimulants from seaweed;
seaweed carbohydrates; and the possible role for electron shuttling capacity in elicitation of PB activity of humic
substances on plant growth enhancement. The subject of auxins is covered next, followed closely by a chapter on
plant biostimulants in vermicomposts. Other topics include: exploring natural resources for biostimulants; the
impact of biostimulants on whole plant and cellular levels; the impact of PBs on molecular level; and the use of
use of plant metabolites to mitigate stress effects in crops. Provides an insightful introduction to the subject of
biostimulants Discusses biostimulant modes of actions Covers microbial biostimulatory activities and biostimulant
application strategies Offers unique and varied perspectives on the subject by a team of international contributors
Features summaries of publications on biostimulants and biostimulant activity The Chemical Biology of Plant

Biostimulants will appeal to a wide range of readers, including scientists and agricultural practitioners looking for
more knowledge about the development and application of biostimulants.
Natural Products in Clinical Trials Jan 15 2021 Natural products continue to play a key role in drug
development. A recent analysis of the drug market in the developed world revealed that 40% of total clinically
approved drugs were either unmodified natural products or their semi-synthetic derivatives. This book series
focuses on reviews of exciting new bioactive natural products that have huge potential as drugs. It highlights the
everlasting importance of natural products in our lives. Each volume brings reviews contributed by eminent
scientists in the field. The first volume covers the following topics: - bioactive compounds from marine
invertebrates - natural product derived drugs for immunological and inflammatory diseases - clinical trials of
curcumin, camptothecin, astaxanthin, and biochanin - antibacterial and antifungal drugs from natural sources natural products as anti-HIV medicines.
Artificial Cells, Blood Substitutes, and Immobilization Biotechnology Jul 09 2020
Plant Ecophysiology and Adaptation under Climate Change: Mechanisms and Perspectives II Mar 29 2022 This
book presents the state-of-the-art in plant ecophysiology. With a particular focus on adaptation to a changing
environment, it discusses ecophysiology and adaptive mechanisms of plants under climate change. Over the
centuries, the incidence of various abiotic stresses such as salinity, drought, extreme temperatures, atmospheric
pollution, metal toxicity due to climate change have regularly affected plants and, and some estimates suggest
that environmental stresses may reduce the crop yield by up to 70%. This in turn adversely affects the food
security. As sessile organisms, plants are frequently exposed to various environmental adversities. As such, both
plant physiology and plant ecophysiology begin with the study of responses to the environment. Provides
essential insights, this book can be used for courses such as Plant Physiology, Environmental Science, Crop
Production and Agricultural Botany. Volume 2 provides up-to-date information on the impact of climate change on
plants, the general consequences and plant responses to various environmental stresses.
King, Court, and Capital Apr 17 2021 While the art and architecture of Vijayanagara is justly celebrated, the
literature of the period is relatively unknown outside southern India, due to the lack of adequate translations from
Kannada, Telugu and Tamil. This work brings together for the first time in English a selection from literary sources
in medieval Kannada language. The texts date from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries and were written both at
the Vijayanagara capital and various provincial outposts of the empire by the most accomplished authors and
poets of the day. The texts selected for this volume conform to the literary conventions and imagery of their era
and should not be considered historical chronicles like those of the foreign visitors to the capital. Even so, these
translated extracts from medieval Kannada shed valuable light on the ways in which contemporary authors
thought about life at the Vijayanagara capital. Among the topics that are described here are the layout of the city,
its palace and markets and streets, the everyday routines of the king, his courtiers and family members, and a
number of religious ceremonies, weddings, feasts and festivals. To facilitate the reader, the translated extracts
have been arranged according to topic, rather than by date or author. An appendix gives background information
on the texts and their authors, as well as an index to all the extracts from a particular literary source. An extensive
Kannada-English glossary is also provided.
Advances in Seed Priming Mar 05 2020 Most crop plants grow in environments that are suboptimal, which
prevents the plants from attaining their full genetic potential for growth and reproduction. Stress due to abiotic and
biotic agents has a significant effect on world food production. Annually, an estimated 15% of global yields are
lost, but this figure belies far greater losses for specific food systems and the people whose existence is
dependent upon them, particularly in developing countries. Current efforts to mitigate these losses are worryingly
over-reliant on the use of sophisticated and costly chemicals /measures with substantial economic and
environmental costs, or on the development of efficient and smart crop varieties, which can take decades. What
we need is a broad range of safe, robust and equitable solutions for food producers. One under-investigated
approach is that of utilizing the crop plant’s innate immune system to resist stress. More specifically, the innate
immune system can be sensitized or ‘primed’ to respond more quickly and strongly to protect the plant against
stresses. However, a strategy of employing priming in combination with reduced pesticide use can enhance
protection, and help to meet commitments to reducing chemical inputs in agriculture. This book discusses in detail
different segments of priming in addressing stress factors and traits to increase competitiveness against all odds.
Adopting a holistic and systematic approach, it addresses priming to counter climate-change related adverse
effects coupled with pest and pathogen related stress on the productivity of crops utilizing natural resources to
reap sustainable environmental, economic and social benefits for potential productivity of crops, maintaining
synergy between soil, water and plants in ways that mimic nature.
Sprayed Concrete Lined Tunnels Apr 05 2020 Practising engineers on site, in the design office or in client

organizations will find this book an excellent introduction to the design and construction of sprayed concrete lined
(SCL) tunnels. The complex behaviour of the early age behaviour of the sprayed concrete requires careful
management. This book covers all aspects of SCL tunnelling – from the constituents of sprayed concrete to
detailed design and management during construction. Although there is a close interdependence between all the
facets of sprayed concrete, few engineers have the right breadth of experience and expertise, and this urgently
needs to be transferred to the wider engineering community. Disseminating essential information for tunnelling
engineers, Sprayed Concrete Lined Tunnels is key reading for all involved in or studying the process.
Salt and Drought Stress Tolerance in Plants Dec 26 2021 This book presents various aspects of salt and drought
stress signaling in crops, combining physiological, biochemical, and molecular studies. Salt and drought stress
are two major constraints on crop production worldwide. Plants possess several mechanisms to cope with the
adverse effects of salt and drought. Among these mechanisms, stress signaling is very important, because it
integrates and regulates nuclear gene expression and other cellular activities, which can help to restore cellular
homeostasis. Accordingly, understanding the signaling cascades will help plant biologists to grasp the tolerance
mechanisms that allow breeders to develop tolerant crop varieties. This book is an essential resource for
researchers and graduate students working on salt and drought stress physiology and plant breeding.
Engineering Physics (with Practicals) (GTU), 8th Edition Oct 04 2022 Engineering Physics has been specifically
designed and written to meet the requirements of the engineering students of GTU. All the topics and sub-topics
are neatly arranged for the students. A number of assignment problems, along with questions and answers, have
also been provided. MCQs for the bridge course have been designed in such a way that the students can
recollect every concept that they have read and apply easily during the examination. KEY FEATURES • Detailed
discussion of every topic from elementary to comprehensive level with several worked-out examples • A section
on practicals • Solved Question Papers- Dec 2013 and June 2014 • As per the syllabus for 2013-14
Edible Medicinal And Non-Medicinal Plants Sep 22 2021 This book continues as volume 2 of a multicompendium on Edible Medicinal and Non-Medicinal Plants. It covers edible fruits/seeds used fresh or processed,
as vegetables, spices, stimulants, pulses, edible oils and beverages. It encompasses species from the following
families: Clusiaceae, Combretaceae, Cucurbitaceae, Dilleniaceae, Ebenaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Ericaceae and
Fabaceae. This work will be of significant interest to scientists, researchers, medical practitioners,
pharmacologists, ethnobotanists, horticulturists, food nutritionists, agriculturists, botanists, herbalogists,
conservationists, teachers, lecturers, students and the general public. Topics covered include: taxonomy
(botanical name and synonyms); common English and vernacular names; origin and distribution; agro-ecological
requirements; edible plant part and uses; botany; nutritive and medicinal/pharmacological properties, medicinal
uses and current research findings; non-edible uses; and selected/cited references.
Advanced Topics in Artificial Intelligence Dec 02 2019 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
12th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI'99, held in Sydney, Australia in December 1999. The
39 revised full papers presented together with 15 posters were carefully reviewed and selected from more than
120 submissions. The book is divided in topical sections on machine learning, neural nets, knowledge
representation, natural language processing, belief revision, adaptive algorithms, automated reasonning, neural
learning, heuristics, and applications
Transforms and Partial Differential Equations(Combo) Oct 24 2021 Transforms and Partial Differential
Equations, 6e is designed to provide a firm foundation on the basic concepts of partial differential equations,
Fourier series analysis, Fourier series techniques in solving heat flow problems, Fourier transform techniques and
Z-transforms. In their trademark student-friendly style, the authors have endeavored to provide an in-depth
understanding of the important principles, methods and processes of obtaining results in a systematic way with
emphasis on clarity and academic rigor. Features: • More than 320 solved examples • More than 250 exercises
with answers • More than 150 Part A questions with answers • Plenty of hints for problems • Includes a free book
containing FAQs Table of Contents: Preface Acknowledgements About the Authors 1. Partial Differential
Equations 2. Fourier Series 3. Application of Partial Differential Equations 4. Fourier Transforms 5. Z-transforms
and Difference Equations Formulae To Remember
ASEAN Economic Community Scorecard Feb 13 2021 The official AEC scorecard is expected to track the
implementation of measures and the achievement of milestones committed in the AEC Strategic Schedule.
However, the scorecard, in its current form, is too brief and general to be useful for the ASEAN citizens. This book
attempts to fill this gap and evaluates the current status of and the progress towards the milestones of the AEC
Blueprint. The overall message of the book is that even though ASEAN may miss some of its integration goals by
31 December 2015, it will certainly deliver some of the key initiatives - tariff elimination, establishing the ASEAN
Single Window, laying the foundation of the regional investment initiative, advancing tourism services, moving

ahead with ASEAN connectivity and the realization of ASEAN+1 free trade agreements. AEC's goal of forming an
equitable and competitive regional economy will continue to be a work in progress. AEC 2015 is going to be a
historic milestone that will raise ASEAN's profile and will help the region to maintain its centrality in the
international community.
Engineering Physics, 2nd Edition Nov 05 2022 Engineering Physics has been written keeping in mind the first
year engineering students of all branches of various Indian universities. The second edition provides more
examples with solution. It also offers university question papers of recent years with model solutions.
The Indian Journal of Agricultural Sciences Aug 02 2022
Engineering Mathematics - 1 | Fourth Edition | For Anna University | By Pearson Sep 10 2020 Engineering
Mathematics, 4e, is designed for the first semester undergraduate students of B.E/ B. Tech courses. In their
trademark student friendly style, the authors have endeavored to provide an in-depth understanding of the
concepts. Supported by a variety of solved examples, with reference to appropriate engineering applications, the
book delves into the fundamental and theoretical concepts of Differential Calculus, Functions of several variables,
Integral Calculus, Multiple Integrals, and Differential equations. Features: -450+ solved examples -450+ exercises
with answers -250+ Part A questions with answers -Plenty of hints for problems -Includes a free book containing
FAQs Table of Contents: Preface About the Authors Chapter 1) Differential Calculus Chapter 2) Functions of
Several Variables Chapter 3) Integral Calculus Chapter 4) Multiple Integrals Chapter 5) Differential Equations
Phykos Jan 03 2020
Trade Policy and Industrialization in Turbulent Times Jul 29 2019 The relationship between trade policy and
industrialization has provoked much controversy. Can trade policy promote economic growth in developing
countries? Those actively working in the area are becoming increasingly sceptical about the conventional advice
given by international policy advisors and organizations. This volume builds upon earlier theoretical and empirical
research on trade policy and industrialization but is the first cross-the-board attempt to review developing country
experiences in this realm for twenty years. The experience of fourteen developing countries in the 1970s and
1980s is assessed by the contributors, each of whom have a detailed understanding of their country's recent
experience.
Law, Institutions and Malaysian Economic Development May 31 2022 This pioneering volume develops an
institutionalist analysis of Malaysias post-colonial economy by exploring the political economy of development and
particularly the interface between economics and law. The various authors show that economic policy initiatives in
Malaysia have often been accompanied by corresponding legislative and regulatory reforms intended to create an
appropriate legal environment, and that economic problems or crises arising from earlier policies have led to
major legislative innovations.
Numerical Analysis or Numerical Method in Symmetry May 07 2020 This Special Issue focuses mainly on
techniques and the relative formalism typical of numerical methods and therefore of numerical analysis, more
generally. These fields of study of mathematics represent an important field of investigation both in the field of
applied mathematics and even more exquisitely in the pure research of the theory of approximation and the study
of polynomial relations as well as in the analysis of the solutions of the differential equations both ordinary and
partial derivatives. Therefore, a substantial part of research on the topic of numerical analysis cannot exclude the
fundamental role played by approximation theory and some of the tools used to develop this research. In this
Special Issue, we want to draw attention to the mathematical methods used in numerical analysis, such as special
functions, orthogonal polynomials, and their theoretical tools, such as Lie algebra, to study the concepts and
properties of some special and advanced methods, which are useful in the description of solutions of linear and
nonlinear differential equations. A further field of investigation is dedicated to the theory and related properties of
fractional calculus with its adequate application to numerical methods.
Frontiers in Tissue Engineering Jan 27 2022 Frontiers in Tissue Engineering is a carefully edited compilation of
state-of-the-art contributions from an international authorship of experts in the diverse subjects that make up
tissue engineering. A broad representation of the medical, scientific, industrial and regulatory community is
detailed in the book. The work is an authoritative and comprehensive reference source for scientists and clinicians
working in this emerging field. The book is divided into three parts: fundamentals and methods of tissue
engineering, tissue engineering applied to specialised tissues, and tissue engineering applied to organs. The text
offers many novel approaches, including a detailed coverage of cell-tissue interactions at cellular and molecular
levels; cell-tissue surface, biochemical, and mechanical environments; biomaterials; engineering design; tissueorgan function; new approaches to tissue-organ regeneration and replacement of function; ethical considerations
of tissue engineering; and government regulation of tissue-engineered products.
World Clinics: Obstetrics & Gynecology Mar 17 2021 Part of the World Clinics: Obstetrics & Gynecology

series, this book discusses progress in the diagnosis and treatment of endometriosis. Beginning with an
introduction to the pathogenesis of the disease, the following chapters are each dedicated to a different condition
that may manifest itself in tandem with, or as a result of endometriosis, including uterine fibroids, cysts,
adenomyosis, ovarian cancer and subfertility. The effects of endometriosis on the urinary tract, gastrointestinal
tract and the thoracic organs, are also discussed.
Current Science May 19 2021
Infrastructure Development in the Pacific Region Jun 19 2021 In the past, undersupply of public infrastructure
was blamed for low productivity growth in the United States in the 1970s, while greater private sector participation
was emphasized for infrastructure development in the Asia-Pacific region before the Asian Economic Crisis in the
1990s. This revealing book looks at the current economic situation and the state of infrastructure on both sides of
the Pacific. Including contributions from leading authorities such as Satya Paul, Jim Storey, Tony Makin and
Naoyuki Yoshino, this book closely investigates the experiences of Japan, Canada, the US, China, Korea and
Australia.
Social Spaces and the Public Sphere Apr 29 2022 What can social spaces tell us about social relations in
society? How do everyday social spaces like teashops, reading rooms, and libraries reify—or subvert—dominant
social structures like caste and gender? These are the questions that this book explores through a study of
modern Kerala. Using archival material, discourse analysis, participant observation, and personal interviews, this
book traces the transformation of public spaces through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The volume
focuses on how "modernity" has also been a struggle for access to public spaces, and non-institutional spaces
like teashops, markets, public roads, temple grounds, reading rooms, and libraries have all been crucial to how
political culture was shaped, and how dominant hegemonies—caste, class, or capital—have been challenged. It
suggests that the secular public sphere that emerged in the last century in Kerala was a result of the constant
negotiations between conflicting ideas which were put to test in these social spaces. At a time when digital spaces
are fast replacing physical ones, this book is a timely reminder of the struggles that led to the emergence of
secular public spaces in Kerala. It contributes to similar studies on public space that have emerged from other
parts of the world over the last decades. A major contribution to understanding modern India, this book will be of
interest to scholars and researchers of social history, political science, political sociology, gender studies,
linguistics, and South Asian studies.
Blood Substitutes Jul 21 2021
Industrial Restructuring in East Asia Sep 30 2019 This book is about the restructuring of industry in ten East
Asian economies at the start of the twenty-first century. It examines the dynamic aspects of the region's industrial
structures -- the changes occurring with globalisation fuelled by liberalisation and by a paradigm shift from
industrial technology to information technology. The traditional "flying geese" concept is less relevant to explaining
the economic and industrial development in the region as the pattern has become less predi...
Nuts and Seeds in Health and Disease Prevention Oct 31 2019 The use of nuts and seeds to improve human
nutritional status has proven successful for a variety of conditions including in the treatment of high cholesterol,
reduced risk of Type-2 Diabetes, and weight control. Nuts and Seeds in Health and Disease Prevention is a
complete guide to the health benefits of nuts and seeds. This book is the only single-source scientific reference to
explore the specific factors that contribute to these potential health benefits, as well as discussing how to
maximize those potential benefits. Organized by seed-type with detailed information on the specific health
benefits of each to provide an easy-access reference for identifying treatment options Insights into health benefits
will assist in development of symptom-specific functional foods Includes photographs for visual identification and
confirmation Indexed alphabetically by nut/seed with a second index by condition or disease
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